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even just in your own community— Among the first decisions that they make is normally how exactly to feed their infants.
Once a mother has chosen to breastfeed, it may look like that is that, but the question of just how long to breastfeed a
child is certainly laced with controversy and conflict inside our society.It is rare to see a kid nursing to six months, let
alone into toddlerhood. What about children that are nursed past toddlerhood, children that are nursed to their third
birthday and occasionally much beyond? What brings a mother to decide to keep breastfeeding for so long past the
societal norm?t we see these nursing kids more? You can find probably many more—In the first years of parenting,
mothers spend countless hours considering the best methods to increase their children to be happy and healthy.In this
assortment of stories from moms around the globe and from many walks of life, Janell E.Children who breastfeed history
their third birthday certainly exist.than you realize, but why don’ Robisch takes you on an exploration of the reasons,
joys, and problems of full-term nursing from the perspective of the very mothers who've been there, done that.
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for mothers of nursing toddlers (and for friends who would support them in this endeavor) What better support group
can there be than reading anecdotes, memories and musings of fellow long-term breastfeeding mothers? but most of all
their love for his or her kids. It reinforces that breastfeeding 'to three and beyond' is normal rather than freakish. I
highly recommend this publication! I would recommend this book to all or any mothers who end up 'still nursing' when
everyone around them has halted - it's like meeting soul-mates. Because of Janell Robisch for placing this collection
together. brilliant in its honesty This is an excellent book, the mothers tell their stories because they have observed
them and I felt like I was right there with them, sharing their joy, their doubts, their frustration, their anger... I really like
this publication. I admire each and every one of them for being brave enough to go against the norm and do what is best
for their kid - and being brave plenty of to 'come out' in a society that sees us as odd at best - so when abusive at
worst. This is a fantastic collection of real stories from real mothers This is an excellent assortment of real stories from
real mothers, telling it enjoy it really is. And I would recommend this book also to those who have doubts about
mothers' motivation to breastfeed 'to term'. This is a timely and beautiful collection of stories of mothers who elect to
breastfeed ... This is a timely and beautiful assortment of stories of mothers who choose to breastfeed their children at
night age of three. The stories included had been heartfelt and touching and alternately produced me laugh with joy and
weep making use of their sweet and sometimes melancholy nature. Exactly what I needed to read Like Ina Mays
Instruction to Childbirth and LLLs The Womanly Artwork of Breastfeeding, To Three and Beyond has earned its long
lasting spot following to my bed and in my day handbag, where I can reach for it and grab some inspiration any time I
like. If you're thinking about natural term breastfeeding, after that this is actually the book for you! Five Stars Great
book! My child is nearly 5 and continues to be nursing, and I came across comfort from reading additional mothers'
personal experiences. What a fantastic book!
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